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‘Dark Rooms, Solid Light’
merges sculpture, cinema, selfies
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Top, lost in the complexity of light and shadows, SUNY Buffalo State student Lucia
Bartolomei, left, and Joseph Wocniak of Niagara Falls explore one of the projected
pieces in the light installation by British artist Anthony McCall at Albright-Knox Art
Gallery. Above, Alex Miller, left, and Blessing Ese are silhouetted in spotlight.
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hush has fallen over the Albright-Knox Art Gallery’s darkened sculpture court, where the
only sounds to be heard are the
soft clank of marble ﬂoor tiles and the
hiss of fog machines dispensing puffs of
vapor into the air.
Like a cathedral, the grand space
makes visitors feel small.
Unlike a cathedral, the object of worship is not displayed on some ornate altarpiece, but streamed from a pair of
high-powered digital projectors mounted to the 30-foot ceiling.
The blinding shafts of light create
diaphanous curtains whose edges are
made visible by the mist in the room. As
visitors approach the projections, they instinctively reach out a hand to see what
happens when their ﬁngers penetrate
the wall of digital light. Nothing happens, of course. At least not outwardly.
But inside their brains, some buried
curiosity awakens. They begin to play
strange, childlike games with the projections, testing how life might be different
on one side of the light or the other. They
stare into the projectors until the light
hurts their eyes, then look away, then
stare again.

Art Review

“Dark Rooms, Solid Light”
Exhibition by Anthony McCall on view through
Nov. 3 in the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, 1285
Elmwood Ave. Admission is $6 to $12.
Call 882-8700 or visit albrightknox.org.

Inevitably, they ﬁsh phones out of
pockets – because is it even art if you
can’t Instagram it? – and become unwitting documentarians of structuralist cinema.
It’s a neat trick, courtesy of the church
of Anthony McCall, a British-born artist
who creates immersive sculptures and
See Exhibition on Page D2

MercyMe, Crowder share the glory with welcoming WNY fans
By Melinda Miller
SPECI A L TO THE N EWS

After two excellent opening acts had their say and the
audience was settled back
in their seats at KeyBank
Center on Thursday night,
the arena began to ﬁll with a
semi-celestial sound seemingly coming from a tunnel
far away or high above.
But Bart Millard and the
rest of the guys who make
up MercyMe didn’t descend
from the rafters or on angel’s
wings. They just walked out
from the back of the stage
and went straight into “Best
News Ever,” one of their

many, many Top Ten Christian radio hits – and one of
the easiest to sing along to.
The fans obliged with that,
and off everyone went, joined
together on a spirited tour
through the band’s gracebased catalog.
The entrance reﬂected in
part what makes MercyMe
so popular. In music and demeanor, the musicians keep
themselves grounded, walking the walk alongside their
listeners rather than assigning themselves any higher
status. Self-deprecating
jokes were peppered among
some of the lyrics projected
on a well-conceived digital

Concert Review
MercyMe
With Crowder and Micah Tyler.
Thursday in KeyBank Center.

Sharon Cantillon/Buffalo News

Bart Millard, frontman of Christian rock band
MercyMe, performs Thursday in KeyBank Center.

backdrop, including one saying it felt like they had sung
that particular song a billion
times, because they had to
sing it “Every. Single. Night.”
It was clear the musicians
were having a good time on
stage, and Millard explained
that it was because they
took the summer off to be
with their families, enjoying
their longest break in forever

(they’ve been together 25
years). “We loved being off,”
Millard said, “so .... just be
glad we showed up!”
And they showed up in
a big way. Song after song
showed off their tight musical chops and their personal
theology of God’s unconditional love. Part way through,
they closed ranks and turned
off the backdrop to perform
more intimate versions of
earlier hits, and that worked,
too, including one lovely oldschool moment with a soaring a cappella rendition of
“Because He Lives.”
See MercyMe on Page D2
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Spectrum wasn’t bad guy in battle with WGRZ’s owner
...
T
his is what I’m thinking:
I understand why Spectrum subscribers are upset with the cable company
over its announced rate increases.
But I don’t get why subscribers were upset
with Spectrum over the retransmission battle
it had with Tegna, the owner of WGRZ-TV,
until a deal was reached Saturday.
In this case, Spectrum wasn’t the bad
guy. It was on its subscribers’ side. Spectrum
wanted to keep to a minimum the cost of
paying Tegna to carry stations so it wouldn’t
feel the need to raise the monthly fee it charges to carry broadcast stations.
In that sense, Spectrum was in the same
position as the satellite providers, FiOS or any
competing cable company would be in.
In the latest rate increase, Spectrum is
adding an extra $1.51 cents per month to
carry the broadcast channels to make the
monthly cost $13.50.
That’s $162 a year per subscriber to get
broadcast channels that in most cases are
available for free with a decent antenna.

words: “You intercepted my heart,
In case you were wondering ...
let’s tackle the world together. Will
“Jeopardy!” contestant Jason Zufyou marry me?”
franieri went directly from his
By my unofﬁcial count, Park
elimination after winning
got two or three times as
$532,496 to participate in a
many spoken words in the
World Sudoku competition in
piece, with the most memoAlan
Pergament
Germany. He has entered the
rable: “Jordan and the Bills.
competition frequently, ﬁnishThat is what is my life.”
TA LK IN’ T V
ing as high as 10th.
After the feature ended,
He also supplied a Sudoku tidbit that
Boomer Esiason said: “Imagine if they win
brieﬂy puzzled me. Thomas Snyder, the 1998
today what that reception is going to be like.”
valedictorian at Amherst High School, is a
(New England beat the Bills, 16-10.)
three-time World Sudoku champion. He also
CBS segued from the wedding feature
holds degrees from Harvard and Cal Tech
into a segment called “Stay or Split,” which
and has done post-degree work at Stanford. I
predicted on how quarterbacks Baker Maywas surprised I never knew that.
ﬁeld, Derek Carr, Cam Newton and Mitchell Trubisky are getting along with their
The three-minute feature on “The NFL To- coaches.
day” a week ago about the halftime wedding
I didn’t laugh much during the season preof Mackenzie Park and Jordan Binggeli at
New Era Field was as cute as expected.
miere of “Saturday Night Live,” but I found
Binggeli gets points for earlier engagement the parody of the new “Downton Abbey”
theatrical movie one of the night’s highlights
creativity, tossing a football to Park with the

...

...

even if it came near the end of the show.
The joke in the ﬁlmed skit was nothing
really happens in the movie, as critics across
the country noted in the fake reviews in the
skit. At least, I thought they were fake. But I
went to the movie and the reviews actually
seemed pretty accurate. It was sweet and picturesque, but nothing much really happened.
One common theme from critics is if you
loved the series you will love the movie.
I’m a commoner who loved the series, but I
fell asleep during the movie.

...

If you missed Ken Burns’ series “Country
Music,” be aware that WNED-TV is repeating
episodes from 4 to 6 p.m. on Sundays through
Nov. 10. The ﬁrst episode ran last Sunday.
I loved the series and thought it got more
interesting as each episode played. My favorite interview subject was Marty Stuart. My favorite stories included those about the careers
of Kris Kristofferson, Johnny Cash, Loretta
Lynn, Tammy Wynette and, at times, an unrecognizable, clean-cut Willie Nelson.

Biggest hit slides into ‘Amazing Grace’
MERCYME • from D1
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Rock legend Phil Collins performs Friday during his Still Not Dead
Yet Live! tour on Friday night in KeyBank Center.

Collins fills arena with
passion, good vibes
By Jeff Miers
N E WS M USIC CR I T IC

Concert Review

Phil Collins
About halfway though his
Friday night at the KeyBank Center.
performance at KeyBank Center
on Friday, Phil Collins pulled
the chair he’d been sitting on
which led many to believe that his
throughout the show right to the
touring days were well behind him
edge of the drum riser at the rear
– and the presence of his son and
of the stage. He bowed his head,
some familiar faces in the band,
placing it inches away from the
it felt like something much more.
bass drum, his foot keeping time
There was a sense of urgency and
with the hi-hat, his arms ﬂailing
an underlying passion. You could
in air-drummer ecstasy to the ride tell that he still cares. A lot.
cymbal groove. Collins’ 17-year-old
The old man wasn’t stingy with
son, Nicholas, was manning the
the hits, opening with a heartkit, and his father appeared to be
rending take on the torch song
enraptured by his playing, as was
“Against All Odds,” digging into
the full house out front.
the ruminative ballad “Another
Collins, one of the greatest
Day in Paradise,” and indulging
drummers in the history of rock
in the shimmering, exuberant
and pop music, can no longer play, up-tempo pop of “Don’t Lose My
back and neck problems having
Number” and “I Missed Again.”
robbed us of his iconic, ﬁery,
The crowd sufﬁciently warmed
virtuosic drumming style. This
up, Collins reminded us that, once
fact made the exchange between
upon a wonderful time, he was the
father and son at the set’s midpoint drummer and singer with Genesis,
all the more poignant.
a group of men, he proudly pointed
The father, battered and bent
out, that had somehow managed
by 50 years on the road and in
to remain friends for some 50
the recording studio, was passing
years. “The odds of you hearing
the baton to his more-than-able
the Genesis songs you want to hear
son and experiencing the music
are not particularly high,” Collins
vicariously.
quipped, and as if to prove his
I’ll admit it – I was misty-eyed,
point, he and the band performed
a tad bit choked up. For his part,
a handful of later-period, popCollins broke into unabashed tears centric nuggets of the sort that
when, after he introduced young
(back then and still today) made
Nic, the crowd erupted into an
hardcore, old-school Genesis
extended ovation. It was a frankly
fans just a little bit sick to their
beautiful, deeply moving moment
stomachs. No, “Throwing It All
in a show that turned out to have
Away” and “Follow You Follow Me”
more than a few such moments.
are not exactly on par with, say,
By the time he arrived in
“Supper’s Ready” or “Squonk,” but
Buffalo, Collins was already deep
they are lovely, catchy and incredinto his “Still Not Dead Yet, Live!”
ibly well-written pop songs, and
tour. The band – featuring a fourthey were lent muscle and presentpiece horn section, four backing
day relevance by this stellar band’s
vocalists and such luminaries
performance.
as guitarist Darryl Steurmer
The eerie, dramatic “In the Air
(Genesis, Jean Luc Ponty) and
Tonight” found Nic re-creating
proliﬁc session bass deity Leland
his father’s iconic, era-deﬁning
Sklar – was incredibly tight and
drum ﬁgure ﬂawlessly. By the
on-point throughout the KeyBank
time Collins’ cheerily reverent take
Center show.
on the Supremes’ beloved 1966
And Collins himself – who
Motown hit “You Can’t Hurry
arrived on stage walking with the
Love” ﬁlled the room, the full
aid of a cane and performed from
house seemed to be resonating
his seat at the front of the stage
with a warmth and good cheer
throughout – was in remarkably
that is a rare presence in the world
ﬁne voice, his high tenor a bit thin- of arena entertainment. These
ner with his 68 years, but still agile were some seriously good vibes.
and capable of scaling the peaks of
That I found this show as
his indelible melodies.
moving and enjoyable as I did
It would be fair to suggest that
surprised me, for I’d arrived with
this was all a bit of a victory lap
the generally low expectations
for Collins, as there was no new
every self-respecting old-school
music to be played, and the set list Genesis fan wears like armor
offered a stroll down a memory
whenever confronted with solo
lane decorated by some 100 million Collins or later period Genesis.
records sold and more top 40 hits
Collins wasted no time piercing
than any other artist in the 1980s.
that armor, however. He’s a remarkHowever, given the physical chalably charismatic performer, even
lenges Collins has faced – struggles when conﬁned to a chair.

The band also debuted its new
single, “Almost Home,” from an asyet unwritten album. If the crowd’s
reaction was any measure, it might
not need an album to wrap around
itself. It was bought and paid for before the third chorus.
The biggest payoff was when the
lights went down and came back up
on “I Can Only Imagine,” the biggest hit in Christian contemporary
rock, partly because it’s a beautiful
song and partly because it inspired
a popular movie of the same name
starring Dennis Quaid. Everyone was
singing this time, and kept on singing as the music slid into “Amazing
Grace,” making one imagine that,

200 years hence, Millard’s song could
still be as popular as that 200-yearold hymn.
The concert opened with a brief
set by Micah Tyler, a Texas singer
who could not have been happier to
be there. He had an infectious enthusiasm for his music and for the
coming acts. His rich tenor set the
stage for the night with the country
rock hymn “Never Been a Moment”
and his biggest hit, “(I Wanna Be)
Different,” a heartfelt song on any
chart.
Next up was Crowder, fronted by
the extraordinary and hirsute David
Crowder. As the band moved from
pounding rock to rap to gospel ballads, with the audience often up and
singing, there was a sense they could
just keep going all night, were it not

for that other band that was yet to
come.
Songs full of pain and songs of
forgiveness all were delivered with
outstanding musicianship, making it
totally worth the price of the ticket to
see this group live.
“Come As You Are” never sounded better; the wail of “Let It Rain”
embraced his Texarkana roots and a
special treat was when he sat down
at the keyboard for what he called
“some church music,” with a rich gospel sound.
And this might have been the only
concert this year where Buffalonians would get to hear and sing-along
to Hank Williams Sr.’s “I Saw the
Light.”
Which, Thursday at KeyBank Center, they did.

Dust was critical to early displays
EXHIBITION • from D1
line drawings using the tools of 21stcentury cinema and theater. The artist’s ﬁrst American museum exhibition has transformed the gallery’s
entire 1905 building into a meditation on the nature of light and line,
on view until the entire museum closes Nov. 4 for a two-year construction
period.
After ﬁnishing art school, McCall
began his career in the 1970s as a performance artist, creating performances in woodland areas involving intricate choreography and smoldering
ﬁres. Gradually he shifted to making
ﬁlms to document his performance
work and eventually began to create
pure pieces of cinema that referred
only to themselves.
His early ﬁlm work was inspired by
the experiments of early structuralist
ﬁlmmakers like Michael Snow and
former University at Buffalo professors Tony Conrad and Hollis Frampton, whose work was a major feature
of Buffalo’s vaunted avant garde art
scene in the ’60s and ’70s.
Once McCall gained some notoriety for his early ﬁlm work (especially his 1973 ﬁlm “Line Describing a
Cone,” purposely left out of this exhibition), he began showing in whitewalled museums and galleries.
There was just one tiny problem.
“I discovered when I did that that
for some reason in those institutions,
my ﬁlm was invisible,” he said in an
interview in the Albright-Knox café.
“You saw the image on the wall, but
you saw nothing in between. I discovered at that moment that my medium,
unknown to me, had been dust.”
The lofts where he had been showing his work were invariably dusty,
and usually ﬁlled with cigarette
smoke from the few assembled artists who had gathered to see his work.
“You showed the same thing in a
brand new Kunsthalle and there was
no dust, no smoking, nothing, and
you couldn’t see the ﬁlm.”
Discouraged by the lack of suitable exhibition spaces and opportunities, McCall stopped making art for
20 years, falling back on his graphic
design background to pursue a successful career as a designer of art
books. He re-emerged in the early 2000s, encouraged by museums’
newfound appreciation for the moving image and the invention of the
mist machine.
That’s when galleries and museums game calling again. The Albright-Knox is only the latest.
“There’s a thrill that you get when
you kind of pierce it,” said AlbrightKnox Public Art Curator Aaron Ott,
who co-organized this exhibition with
chief curator Cathleen Chaffee. “I always love watching other people interact with it because you get to see that
moment that they cross the threshold,

Robert Kirkham/Buffalo News

British artist Anthony McCall’s ﬁrst American museum exhibition
occupies the entire 1905 building of the Albright-Knox Art Gallery.

and you get to see them learn, interact
and draw other people in.”
That’s precisely what happens
when visitors approach a piece like
“Between You and I,” the 2006 work
that illuminates the gallery’s sculpture court. They are also particularly drawn to “Split Second (Mirror),” a
2018 piece featuring a drawing projected onto a mirror and then back
onto a white screen from which the
projector’s beam emerges.
Because of the projections’ subtle
movement and long duration – anywhere from 15 to 50 minutes – visitors
tend to linger much longer than they
might if the artwork was a Picasso.
“Just reporting what other people
say, they’re intensely pleasurable. Visitors ﬁnd often that they stay for much
longer than they were expecting,” McCall said. “Which is quite the opposite
of the cliché structuralist ﬁlm, which
is designed to clear the auditorium
quickly.”
It can’t be overstated how appropriate this exhibition is to Buffalo’s
place in the story of 20th- and 21stcentury art. As a bastion for experimentation in the media arts in the
1960s and ’70s, Buffalo has gained a
worldwide reputation as an incubator for important artistic movements
that emerged late in the last century,
among them structuralist ﬁlm and
the so-called “Pictures Generation.”
As brilliant and seminal as much

of that work was, it was not widely appreciated. Because of its sometimes complicated theoretical underpinnings and the demands it made
on audience members, it tended to
draw small crowds of initiates. Even
now, it commands the respect of the
enlightened few who have read the
right books and attended the right
gatherings.
McCall’s work, by contrast, puts
the structures of cinema on display
in a manner that appeals as much to
the intellectual enamored with the
avant garde experiments of the ‘60s
as to the neophyte drawn to the gallery because of their friends’ moody
Instagram selﬁes.
With rooms featuring documents
of McCall’s earlier performance work
and his sketches for projections and
other proposed projects, it’s easy to
trace the artist’s attempts to move
structural cinema from secrecy to
spectacle.
“It totally breaks your conception
of what art is and transforms the
viewing experience,” said Juan Carlos
Bertorelli, who made the trip from
Toronto with his family just to see
McCall’s exhibition. “I could stay for
hours and hours.”
He’s not the only one. And for anyone looking to experience the visual,
visceral and intellectual pleasures
this exhibition provides, those hours
are ticking down fast.

